Symmetry Guard Patrol Manager is an optional software module of the Symmetry Security Management System. It enables security officers to set up and run guard tours using card readers or allocated monitor points (key operated switches).

An unlimited number of tours across single or multiple sites can be set up and run simultaneously enabling the security officer to define the tour route and timeframes between each card reader or monitor point. Any number of card readers or monitor points can be grouped together to form a tour.

Any type of monitor point can be used as an input for the tour however typically these would be key operated switches.

A ‘grace period’, usually 3-5 minutes, can be set between monitor points to allow for unexpected delays. If the security officer fails to report in that time an alarm is automatically raised in Symmetry. This capability ensures the safety and accountability of security officers on tours.

Symmetry Guard Patrol Manager enforces schedules and set time frames between monitor points to ensure the tour is thorough and all are areas checked. Tours can be stopped, resumed and paused as required from the Symmetry Command Center, enabling security management teams to reprioritize security officers as required.

To carry out a tour, Security officers do not have to be granted access to all doors - they can simply badge at a card reader or monitor point to confirm the area has been checked and is secure. This option can be selected when granting access to a security officer in Symmetry Access Control by simply selecting the ‘Guard Tour’ option.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Unlimited number of patrol tours
- Run multiple tours simultaneously
- Run tours across multiple sites
- Stop, resume and pause tours as required
- Enable ‘grace period’ for guards between monitor points
- Set up tours to use card readers or allocated monitor points
- Track route and schedule of guard
- Raise alarm if tour schedule not met
- Ensure health and safety of guard on tour
- Option to grant ‘guard tour’ option instead of access to specific areas
- Management reports
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